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Todays Agenda

⊡ What hackers are up to?

⊡ What motivates them to hack?

⊡ The Hacker Mindset

⊡ Why the current security model fails?

⊡ Securing applications in a modern world

⊡ How to start improving your security tomorrow?



The Message

Training Hacker Mindset ToolsTime

Secure SDLC



Cyber Security Trends 
What are the hackers up to?



WANT BIG 
IMPACT?

Use big image



574
Compromised Businesses

24%
Within Australia in 2014

15
Different Countries 



13% increase in 
attacks from 2013 - 

2014



Data Targeted



No credit card data 
or passwords 

stolen… But still 
made the ABC news



No credit card data 
or passwords 

stolen… But still 
made the ABC news



Hackers stole data 
not to sell but to 

extort!



Again, not going 
after data but after 
the money directly!



We seem to be losing the battle… But why?



Is Awareness To Blame?



Is Awareness To Blame?



“
Or is it that our approach to security is 

outdated? 

More on that later!



Hacker Motivations
What do hackers want?



“
Like any business, cybercriminals do what 

they do to generate revenue. And like 
businesses, they prefer to make that money as 

quickly and efficiently as possible.



Fun/Fame

More prevalent in the 
early days of the internet.

Hacker Motivations

Money

To make money and lots 
of it!

Politics/Government

The Syrian Electronic 
Army (SEA) is a group of 
computer hackers aimed 
at supporting the 
government of Syria.  

Religion

Some terrorist and 
hacktivist groups hack 
due to certain religious 
beliefs. 

World Domination

Well maybe just in the 
movies...

War/Protection

State sponsored hackers 
with the aim of gathering 
intelligence on other 
countries.   



Types of attackers

Script Kiddies
Organised 

Crime
State 

Sponsored
Hacktivists

⊡ For fun
⊡ Board
⊡ Fame
⊡ Money

⊡ Intelligence
⊡ Tracking
⊡ Terrorism
⊡ War 

⊡ To make a 
statement

⊡ People’s voice
⊡ Revenge

⊡ Money
⊡ Power
⊡ Did i mention 

money?



What type of threats 
have i missed?



Competitors



Insider Threat



Types Of Attacks

Company

SEEK

Products



The Weakest Link

Social 
Engineering

External

Company

SEEK

Products



What Most Companies Care 
About

Loss of Revenue

Suffers a loss of revenue 
either directly or 
indirectly.

Brand Damage

Loss of customer or 
investor trust usually due 
to bad media coverage. 

Strategic/Operational

Achieving goals and 
objectives are impacted.



Making A Profit Attacking Your 
Employer? 

How would you attack your employer?



Making a Profit

Extortion 

Steal data and blackmail 
company into giving you 
money or you will dump 
the data publically (Brand 
damage).

Threaten to take down the 
website or products for 
long periods of time, think 
distributed denial of 
service(DDOS) or deleting 
data / servers (Loss of 
Revenue).

Steal data

Steal customer credit 
cards and either sell on 
the dark markets or drain 
accounts (Brand 
damage).

Steal customer personally 
identifiable information
(PII) and sell it on the dark 
markets for profit (Brand 
damage).

Social Engineering

Stealing customer PII and 
using this to steal money 
from them personally. 
Think, opening a new 
credit card in there name 
(Brand damage).

CEO Fraud - Tricking 
employees into 
transferring money to an 
attacker's account (Loss 
of Revenue)

Is your company 
storing PII data?



What happens to the 
breached data?



Extortion - Publicly Disclosed



Sold on the Dark Web



Sold on the Dark Web

+
=



Well maybe not so 
anonymous...



Sold on the Dark Web



Sold on the Dark Web



Sold on the Dark Web



Sold on the Dark Web

“With a friendly customer service every time” 



“
“All of the information is accurate and confirmed. Clients are from an 

insurance company database with GOOD to EXCELLENT credit rating!” 

I, myself was able to apply for credit cards valued from $2,000 – 
$10,000 with my fullz. Info can be used to apply for loans, credit cards, 

lines of credit, bank withdrawal, assume identity, account takeover.”



Sold on the Dark Web



Sold on the Dark Web



Sold on the Dark Web



The Hacker Mindset
Stepping into the mind of a criminal



“
“The best possible way to focus on security, as 
a developer, is to begin to think like a hacker. 

Examine the very methods hackers use to 
break into and attack Web sites, and use 
those same practices to prevent attacks.” 

Developer’s Guide to Web Application Security, Michael Cross, 2007



Why do security bugs 
exist in software?



Bugs… What are bugs?

⊡ The “just trying to get it released” attitude. Not given time to look at the 
app from a security POV. 

⊡ Most developers have never been taught about security. 

⊡ “I assume my framework is protecting me”. Modern frameworks are 
doing more so the developer assumes it's got security covered.

⊡ Never stepping back and thinking about the app from a hackers POV. 

Let's take an example: 

I’m building a .NET web app and I need to make a database query to fetch some 
user data… To Google you say!



Developer Traps

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fksx3b4f.aspx
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11821907/executing-query-in-c-sharp-asp-

net

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fksx3b4f.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fksx3b4f.aspx
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11821907/executing-query-in-c-sharp-asp-net
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11821907/executing-query-in-c-sharp-asp-net
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11821907/executing-query-in-c-sharp-asp-net


Developer Traps

Just show me 
an example!



Developer Traps



Developer Traps

WOOT! I’m done! That was easy...



Developer Traps



Developer Traps



Developer Traps

https://software-security.sans.org/developer-how-to/fix-sql-injection-microsoft-.net-with-parameterized-queries

https://software-security.sans.org/developer-how-to/fix-sql-injection-microsoft-.net-with-parameterized-queries
https://software-security.sans.org/developer-how-to/fix-sql-injection-microsoft-.net-with-parameterized-queries


The Solution?
Can we make software 100% secure?



Yes there is a way!



Defence In Depth



Defence In Depth

No. of attacks

No. of defences / controls



Stepping back in time (Hopefully)...
Whats wrong with the current app sec model?



The Current Security Model

The current application security model was designed when:

⊡ There were 3-6 month deploy to prod cycles (think waterfall).

⊡ One software stack per company (for example, only allowed to use C#, .NET, 
SQL Server and IIS).

⊡ Ratio of security people to devs… Well that's always been skewed :)   

So how was app sec approached?



The Current Security Model

Insert pen test 
here...Woot 

security is done!



Security Need To Compromise

No. of UNREASONABLE 
security controls enforced.

No. of attacks
Why would this be 

the case?



Why The Security Model Has To 
Change...



Current Software Development 
Hipster Principles  

⊡ Small teams (Max 5-10)

⊡ Agile development methodologies (move faster)

⊡ Teams can choose what stack to use...But they have to 
support it (devops).

⊡ CD / CI , deploy to prod daily (move even faster) 



Security Talent Shortage

~140 Tech Team 1-2 App Sec Team



Deploys To Prod Per Month

~30 times a day!





Tools/Platforms/Frameworks

~150 different tools, 
languages, platforms, 

frameworks and 
techniques  





Secure Development Lifecycle.
How can we add security into an SDLC?



Secure Development Lifecycle

It all starts with….



Training Inception Development Deployment Monitoring

Train the tech team 
about web 
application security 
concepts

Security awareness 
throughout the 
whole product 
department I.e 
Brownbags, etc.

Review the system 
design to make sure 
there are no 
inherent security 
weaknesses

Develop realistic 
attack scenarios 
and identify high 
risk areas of 
projects. 

Security specific 
tests are added into 
the test suite

Adoption of security 
standards, security 
architecture 
guidance and 
security release 
plans

Automated security 
scanning tools 
implemented into 
the build pipeline

Deploy static source 
code security 
analysis tools into 
deployment 
pipeline

Targeted security 
testing for complex 
or high value 
components 

Implement ongoing 
bug bounty 
program

Secure SDLC

“Adding security at each phase of a project's lifecycle will ensure 
the ongoing security of our products.”



OWASP AppSec Pipeline



OWASP AppSec Pipeline



Security Training 

Workshop 1 - 
Thinking Like A 

Hacker

Workshop 3 - 
Attacking 

Common Web 
Vulnerabilities 

(continued)

Capture The 
Flag Challenge

Workshop 2 - 
Web Security 
Fundamentals

⊡ Cyber security trends.
⊡ Hacker motivations.
⊡ Dark Markets.
⊡ Thinking like a hacker.
⊡ Secure Development 

Lifecycle.
⊡ Web hackers toolkit.

⊡ Compete against each 
other to solve several 
web security 
challenges. 

⊡ Application security 
overview

⊡ HTTP
⊡ SSL/TLS
⊡ Cookies
⊡ Untrusted Data
⊡ Cross-site scripting
⊡ SQL Injection

⊡ More common 
vulnerabilities.

⊡ CORS
⊡ Security Headers



Secure Code Warrior



Secure Code Warrior



Secure Code Warrior



Secure Code Warrior



Bug Bounty Programs



Bug Bounty Programs - Even 
the playing field

~100 Bounty Hunters ~100 Tech Team



Bug Bounty Programs

Private Flex 
Program 

Now Then Goal

Private Ongoing
Program 

Unmanaged 
Public 

Program



What can i start doing tomorrow 
to improve security?



OWASP Top 10

⊡ Awareness document for web 
application security. 

⊡ Updated every 3 years.
⊡ Short descriptions and example 

scenarios.
⊡ Broad consensus about what the 

most critical web application 
security flaws are.



OWASP Top 10



OWASP Top 10



OWASP Testing Guide

⊡ Explains how to test different 
categories of security 
vulnerabilities.

⊡ Gives an overview of how to 
integrate security into an 
SDLC.

⊡ Just released (2015).
⊡ Free to download!

owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Testing_Project

http://owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Testing_Project
http://owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Testing_Project


OWASP Testing Guide



Proxies

Who has used a 
proxy before?



Why ZAP & Firefox?

ZAP

1. Open Source (and free!!).
2. Cross platform (Java).
3. Has security specific features 

(Fuzzer, auto scanner, etc).
4. Can be run in headless mode with 

API (think automation and build 
pipeline).

Firefox

1. Uses its own Proxy settings (not the 
OS’s like Chrome, etc).

2. Has its own list of certificates so we 
do not have to add the ZAP cert to 
the OS list.

+



The Second Message

⊡ Being aware of software 
security is half the 
battle.

⊡ Hackers are here to stay.

⊡ Implementing a Secure 
Development Lifecycle is 
a must.
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